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Abstract
We consider the problem of characterizing sets of Boolean functions. Extending results of
Ekin et al. and Pippenger, we show that a set of Boolean (or nite) functions can be char-
acterized by a set of objects called ‘generalized constraints’ i the set is closed under the
operations of permutation of variables and addition of dummy variables. We show a relationship
between sets of Boolean functions that are characterizable by a nite set of generalized con-
straints and sets of Boolean functions that have constant-size certicates of non-membership. We
then explore whether certain particular sets of Boolean functions have constant-size certicates
of non-membership; most notably, we show that the well-known set of Boolean threshold func-
tions does not have constant-size certicates of non-membership. Finally, we extend results of
Pippenger to develop a Galois theory for sets of Boolean functions closed under the operations
of permutation of variables and addition of dummy variables. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Boolean functions; Minors; Galois theory; Constraints; Certi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1. Introduction
Ekin et al. considered the problem of characterizing sets of Boolean functions us-
ing Boolean equations [2]. They gave a number of examples of sets characterizable
by such equations. For example, the set of positive (monotone increasing) Boolean
functions is characterized by the single equation f(a)f(a _ b) = f(a), where a and
b are interpreted as arbitrary elements in the domain of f, and _ is componentwise
disjunction. Ekin et al. showed that a set of Boolean functions is characterizable by
a (possibly innite) set of Boolean equations i it is closed under identication mi-
nors. By denition, a set is closed under identication minors if it is closed under
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addition of dummy variables, permutation of variables, and identication of variables
(also called diagonalization). 2
Subsequently, Pippenger introduced the notion of a constraint [20]. For k>2, let
Bk=f0; : : : ; k−1g and let a nite function be a map f :Bnk ! Bl where n>1. Roughly
speaking, a constraint restricts the behavior of a nite function on certain sets of
its inputs. Thus, a constraint may be satised by some Boolean functions and not
by others. Constraints are generalizations of the ‘invariants’ dened by Geiger and
independently by Bodnarchuk et al. in their work on clones [1,9]. Clones are sets of
Boolean functions that are closed under identication minors and composition, and
which contain a monadic identity function f(x1) = x1 (cf. [19]).
Pippenger showed that a set of Boolean functions is characterizable by a set of
constraints i it is characterizable by a set of Boolean equations. He also developed
a Galois theory (in the sense of Everett [4], Ore [18], and Ward [23]) for sets of
nite functions closed under identication minors. In this theory, the primal objects
are nite functions and the dual objects are constraints. Pippenger showed that a set
of nite functions is characterizable by a (possibly innite) set of constraints i it
is closed under identication minors. Dually, he showed that a set of constraints is
characterizable by a (possibly innite) set of functions i it is closed under certain
operations on constraints. He also extended the Galois theory to functions closed under
identication minors and under some additional operations (such as substitution of
variables by constants and complementation of variables).
However, the above Galois theory results do not apply to sets of functions that are
not closed under identication of variables. In this paper, we consider sets of nite
functions, such as the unate functions, that are closed under permutation of variables
and addition of dummy variables but not necessarily under identication of variables.
We say that such sets of functions are closed under special minors. We dene the
notion of a generalized constraint to deal with such functions.
We show a connection between sets of nite functions that can be characterized by
nite sets of generalized constraints, and sets of nite functions that are closed under
special minors and have constant-size certicates of non-membership (dened below).
We show that if F is a set of nite functions closed under special minors, then F has
constant-size certicates of non-membership i F can be characterized by a nite set
of generalized constraints. The analogous statement holds for F if it is closed under
identication minors and standard (not generalized) constraints.
Ekin et al. showed that there are sets of Boolean functions that can be characterized
by an innite set of Boolean equations but not by a nite set. Pippenger generalized
this result. Because of the correspondence between Boolean equations and constraints,
the sets constructed by Ekin et al. can be characterized by an innite set of constraints,
but not by a nite set. The sets constructed by Ekin et al. and Pippenger are somewhat
2 Boolean equations were dened precisely by Pippenger [20]. In fact, Ekin et al. proved their results not
for Boolean equations, but for a slightly more general class of expressions that they called identities. They
also dened identication minors in a slightly dierent way than we dene them here. Here we follow the
denitions used by Pippenger [20] and state our results accordingly.
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articial. We show that a widely studied set, the set of threshold functions, also has
the property that it can be characterized by an innite set of (generalized or standard)
constraints, but not by a nite set. We also consider some sets of ‘renamable’ functions
which were proved by Ekin et al. not to be closed under identication minors, but which
are closed under special minors. We explore whether these sets have constant-size
certicates of non-membership, or equivalently, characterizations by a nite set of
generalized constraints.
Finally, we generalize Pippenger’s Galois theory. We dene the nite functions as
the primal objects and generalized constraints as the dual objects. We extend his dual
results on nite functions and constraints to apply to nite functions and generalized
constraints.
2. Preliminaries
A Boolean function f(x1; : : : ; xn) is positive in a variable xi if
f(a1; : : : ; ai−1; 0; ai+1; : : : ; an)6f(a1; : : : ; ai−1; 1; ai+1; : : : ; an)
for all a1; : : : ; ai−1; ai+1; : : : ; an 2 B2. The function is negative in a variable xi if it
satises the reverse inequality.
A Boolean function f(x1; : : : ; xn) is positive (monotonically increasing) if it is pos-
itive in each of its variables xi. It is unate if for each variable xi, it is either positive
or negative in xi.
Let k; l>2 and let n>1. An n-adic (k; l)-ean function is a map f :Bnk ! Bl. A
(k; k)-ean function is called simply a k-ean function. A Boolean function is a (k; k)-ean
function where k = 2.
Consider a set F of (k; l)-ean functions. Let g be an n-adic (k; l)-ean function that
is not in F. A subset D of the domain of g is said to be a certicate proving that
g is not in F if for every n-adic function f 2F, there exists some a 2 D such that
f(a) 6= g(a). The size of the certicate D is dened to be the number of elements of
D. Let N = f0; 1; : : :g denote the natural numbers, and let p :N !N. A set F of
(k; l)-ean functions has certicates of non-membership of size p(n) if for each function
g 62F on n variables, g has a certicate of size at most p(n) proving that it is not in
F. If F has certicates of non-membership of size c for some constant c, we say that
F has constant-size certicates. The size of certicates of non-membership for a set
of functions F can have implications for the learnability of functions in F [11,10].
Example 2.1. Let g(x1; : : : ; xn) be a Boolean function. Suppose (b1; : : : ; bn) and
(c1; : : : ; cn) are elements of Bn2 such that bj6cj for all 16j6n, and g(b1; : : : ; bn)>
g(c1; : : : ; cn). Then f(b1; : : : ; bn); (c1; : : : ; cn)g is a certicate proving that g is not a
positive function.
Since each Boolean function that is not positive has a certicate of this type, the set
of positive Boolean functions has certicates of non-membership of size 2.
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A set F of (k; l)-ean functions is closed under addition of dummy variables if for
every function f(x1; : : : ; xn) in F, the function g(x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1) = f(x1; : : : ; xn) is in
F. It is closed under the permutation of variables if for every function f(x1; : : : ; xn) in
F and every permutation  of f1; : : : ; ng, the function g(x1; : : : ; xn)=f(x(1); : : : ; x(n))
is in F. It is closed under identication of variables if for every function f(x1; : : : ; xn)
in F (where n>2), the function g(x1; : : : ; xn−1) = f(x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn−1) is in F.
Let a1; a2; : : : be a sequence of natural numbers such that a1<a2<    holds. If the
sequence contains a maximum element, we dene the limit of the sequence to be the
value of that element. Otherwise, we dene the limit of the sequence to be 1. For all
a 2N; a<1. For all a 2N [ f1g, we dene a+1=1.
Let Q be a set of functions  :A !N [ f1g for some xed set A. We dene a
partial order < on functions in Q as follows: for ; 0 2 Q; <0 i  6= 0 and for
all a 2 A, (a)60(a). We say that  is a maximal element of Q if there is no 0 2 Q
such that <0. Let 1; 2; : : : be a sequence of functions in Q such that 1626   
holds. We dene the limit of the sequence to be the function  :A!N [ f1g such
that for all a 2 A; (a) = limi!1 i(a). The set Q is chain complete if Q contains
the limits of all such sequences.
We will use the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a nite set. Let Q be a set of functions  :A ! N [ f1g.
Then the number of maximal elements of Q is nite.
Proof. The lemma follows easily from properties of well-quasi-ordered sets. A set S
with a relation 6 is well-quasi-ordered if 6 is reexive and transitive, and for every
innite sequence x1; x2; : : : of elements in S, there exist i< j with xi6xj. Well-quasi-
ordered sets contain no innite anti-chains and they are closed under nite prod-
ucts [17,12]. Since N [ f1g is well-quasi-ordered, so is (N [ f1g)jAj, which is
in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all functions  :A ! N [ f1g. The
correspondence preserves the 6 relation. Thus, Q is well-quasi-ordered and con-
tains no innite anti-chains, and hence it contains only a nite number of maximal
elements.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a nite set. Let Q be a set of functions  :A ! N [ f1g
such that Q is chain complete. Then for each element  2 Q; there exists a maximal
element 0 of Q such that 60.
Proof. Although this follows easily from Zorn’s Lemma (see e.g. [8, p. 37]), we give
a short direct proof.
Suppose for contradiction that there exists a  2 Q such that there is no maximal
0 2 Q satisfying 60. Choose such a  so that jfa 2 Aj(a) 6=1gj is minimized.
Since  itself cannot be maximal, there exists 1 2 Q such that <1. Since  is
not bounded above by a maximal element, 1 is not maximal, and hence there exists
2 2 Q such that <1<2. Inductively, it follows that there is an innite sequence
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<1<2<    of elements in Q. Let X = fa 2 Aj(a) 6= 1g. Since A is nite,
so is X . Since Q is chain complete, Q contains the function  = limi!1 i. Since
1<2<    is an innite, strictly increasing sequence, there exists an a 2 X such
that limi!1 i(a) =1, and thus (a) =1. Since < and  is not less than
any maximal element of Q, it follows that , like , is not a maximal element of Q
nor is it less than a maximal element of Q. But jfa 2 Aj(a) 6=1gj6jX j − 1 which
contradicts the choice of .
Let m>1. An m-adic k-ean repetition function is a map  :Bmk ! N [ f1g. An
m-ary (k; l)-ean generalized constraint is a pair (; S) where  is an m-adic k-ean
repetition function called the antecedent, and S Bml is called the consequent. We will
regard the elements in the domain Bmk of  as being columns comprising m elements
from Bk . Similarly, we will regard the elements of S as being columns comprising m
elements from Bl. We call m the dimension of the generalized constraint.
A constraint, as dened by Pippenger, is equivalent to a generalized constraint in
which (a) 2 f0;1g for all a 2 Bmk . To avoid confusion, we will call such a constraint
a standard constraint.
If M Bmnk is an m  n matrix of elements from Bk and  is an m-adic k-ean
repetition function, we write M   to mean that for all a 2 Bmk , the number of
columns of M that are equal to a is at most (a). If f is an n-adic (k; l)-ean function,
we write f(M) for the column of elements from Bl obtained by applying f to each row
of M . If f is an n-adic (k; l)-ean function and (; S) is an m-ary (k; l)-ean generalized
constraint, we say that f satises (; S) if for every mn matrix M such that M  ,
we have that f(M) 2 S. Note that if (; S) and (0; S) are two (k; l)-ean generalized
constraints such that <0, then any (k; l)-ean function f satisfying (0; S) also
satises (; S).
We say that a set F of (k; l)-ean functions is characterized by a set T of (k; l)-ean
generalized constraints if F is precisely the set of functions satisfying all constraints
in T. Similarly, we say that T is characterized by F if T is precisely the set of
generalized constraints satised by all functions in F.
Example 2.2. Let  :B22 !N [ f1g be such that


0
1

= 

0
0

= 

1
1

=1 and 

1
0

= 0:
Let
S =

0
1

;

0
0

;

1
1

:
It can easily be shown that f(; S)g characterizes the set of positive Boolean
functions.
In Section 4.1, we present a generalized constraint that characterizes the set of unate
Boolean functions.
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If (1; S); (2; S); : : : is an innite sequence of m-ary (k; l)-ean generalized constraints
such that 1626   , then we say that the generalized constraint (limi!1 i; S) is
obtained from that sequence by taking the limit of antecedents.
In what follows, unless otherwise stated we assume that nite functions and con-
straints are (k; l)-ean, for some xed k and l.
3. Constant-size certicates of non-membership
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a set of nite functions closed under special minors. The set
F can be characterized by a nite set of generalized constraints i it has constant-size
certicates of non-membership.
Proof. Suppose F is characterized by a nite set T of generalized constraints. Let
m be the maximum dimension of any constraint in T. We show that F has cer-
ticates of non-membership of size m. Let g be an n-adic nite function not in F.
Then there exists some generalized constraint (; S) in T such that g does not satisfy
(; S). Let m0 be the dimension of (; S). Clearly, m06m. Since g does not satisfy
(; S), there exists some m0  n matrix M   such that g(M) 62 S. For all n-adic
functions f 2 F; f satises (; S) and hence f(M) 6= g(M). Thus, the rows of M
form a certicate proving that g is not in F, and the size of that certicate is at
most m.
Conversely, suppose F has certicates of non-membership of size c, for some con-
stant c. Let g be an n-adic function not in F, and let D be a certicate of size c06c
proving that g is not in F. Form a c0  n matrix M whose rows consist of the ele-
ments of D in some xed order. Dene the c0-ary generalized constraint (; S) where
S = Bc
0
l n fg(M)g; and for all a 2 Bc
0
k , (a) is equal to the number of times that a
appears as a column of M . Because M  ; g does not satisfy (; S).
We now show that (; S) is satised by every function in F. Suppose not. Then
there exists f 2F such that f does not satisfy (; S). Suppose f is n0-adic. Then there
exists a c0  n0 matrix M 0 such that M 0   and f(M 0) 62 S, that is, f(M 0) = g(M).
Since M 0  , for every a0 2 Bc0k , the number of times a0 appears as a column of
M 0 is at most the number of times it appears as a column of M . We may therefore
dene a 1{1 map h : f1; : : : ; n0g ! f1; : : : ; ng such that column i of M 0 equals column
h(i) of M . The n-adic function f0 dened by f0(x1; : : : ; xn)=f(xh(1); : : : ; xh(n0)) can be
obtained from f by permutation of variables and addition of dummy variables. Note
that f0(M) = f(M 0) = g(M). Since F is closed under special minors, f0 is also in
F. But then g and f0 have the same output on all elements of D, contradicting that
D is a certicate proving that g is not in F.
Let T be the set of all (; S) constructed as above for each g not in F. The
generalized constraints in T characterize F. Consider the closure ~T of T under
the operation of taking limits of antecedents. It is easy to show that if a function
satises an innite sequence of constraints (1; S); (2; S); : : : such that 1626   ,
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then the function will also satisfy the constraint (limi!1 i; S). Therefore, the set ~T
of generalized constraints also characterizes F.
Now consider the set Tmax = f(; S) 2 ~Tj for all (0; S) 2 ~T;   0g. Since
each generalized constraint of T has dimension at most c, the number of dierent
consequents appearing in generalized constraints of ~T is nite. Hence, by Lemma 2.1,
Tmax is nite. We now show that Tmax characterizes F. The generalized constraints
of Tmax are satised by all functions in F because Tmax is a subset of ~T. Consider
any g not in F. Since ~T characterizes F, there exists (; S) 2 ~T that is not satised
by g. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a (0; S) 2 Tmax such that 60. Since g does
not satisfy (; S), it does not satisfy (0; S). It follows that the nite set Tmax charac-
terizes F.
As stated in Section 1, a standard constraint is a generalized constraint (; S) in
which the output of  is 0 or 1 on all inputs. We can prove the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let F be a set of nite functions closed under identication minors.
The set F can be characterized by a nite set of standard constraints i it has
constant-size certicates of non-membership.
Proof. If F is characterized by a nite set of standard constraints, then it is char-
acterized by a nite set of generalized constraints, and hence by Theorem 3.1 it has
constant-size certicates of non-membership.
To prove the converse, suppose F has constant-size certicates of non-membership.
By Theorem 3.1 it can be characterized by a nite set Q of generalized constraints.
We need to show it can be characterized by a nite set of standard constraints. Let
(; S) 2 Q and let Y = fa 2 Bmk j(a) 6= 0g. Consider the repetition function ^ whose
value is 1 on all elements of a 2 Y , and whose value is 0 on all a 2 Bmk n Y .
We show that (^; S) is satised by all elements of F. Let f 2 F be an n-adic
function in F. Consider an m  n matrix M  ^. Let n0 be the number of distinct
columns appearing in M . Let I=fi1; : : : ; in0g be the indices of the leftmost occurrences
of each distinct column in M , where i1<i2<   <in0 . Let h : f1; : : : ; ng ! f1; : : : ; n0g
be such that for 16j6n; h(j)= t, where t is such that column j and column it of M
are equal. Dene the function f0(x1; : : : ; xn0) =f(xh(1); xh(2); : : : ; xh(n)). The function f0
can be obtained from f by identication and permutation of variables. Since f 2F,
f0 2 F. Let M 0 be the matrix obtained from M by deleting all but the leftmost
occurrence of each distinct column. Then f0(M 0)=f(M). Clearly, M 0  , and since
f0 2F and satises (; S); f0(M 0) 2 S. Therefore, f(M) 2 S, and f satises (^; S).
Since 6^, every function satisfying (^; S) also satises (; S). We may therefore
form a new nite set of constraints Q^ = f(^; S) j (; S) 2 Qg that characterizes F.
Since all constraints in Q^ are standard constraints, this proves the corollary.
We also have the following complexity theoretic corollary for sets of Boolean func-
tions (an analogous corollary holds for non-Boolean nite functions).
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Corollary 3.2. Let F be a set of Boolean functions closed under special minors such
that F has constant-size certicates of non-membership. Then the following problem
is in co-NP: Given a Boolean formula ; determine whether  represents a function inF.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, F can be characterized by a nite set T of generalized
constraints. Let  be a Boolean formula representing an n-adic Boolean function g that
is not in F. Since g is not in F, there exists a generalized constraint (; S) in T that
is violated by g, and an m  n matrix M   (where m is the dimension of (; S))
such that g(M) 62 S. The rows of M form a certicate proving that g is not in F.
Given , in non-deterministic polynomial time one can guess (; S) and M such that
(; S) is in T and M  , use  to compute g(M), and then verify that g(M) 62 S
and hence g is not in F.
We note that the above corollary does not hold if F has constant-size certicates of
non-membership, but is not closed under special minors. Let S be any non-recursive
subset of the natural numbers. Consider the set F of all n-adic Boolean functions f
satisfying either (1) n 2 S or (2) n 62 S and the value of f is 0 on all elements of
its domain. The set F has certicates of non-membership of size 1, but determining
whether a Boolean formula represents a function in F is an unsolvable problem, and
hence clearly not in co-NP.
Similarly, the corollary does not hold if F is closed under special minors, but does
not have constant-size certicates. Again, let S be any non-recursive subset of the
natural numbers. Say that an n-adic Boolean function f(x1; : : : ; xn) is an exactly-one
function if its output is 1 precisely when exactly one of its n input variables xi is set
to 1. Let C be the set of n-adic Boolean functions f such that n 2 S and f is an
exactly-one function. Let F be the closure of C under special minors (the argument
also holds if we consider closure under identication minors). None of the functions
in FnC is an exactly-one function. Consider any function g :Bn2 ! B2 such that g is
an exactly-one function. Then g 2F i n 2 S. It follows that determining whether a
formula  represents a function in F is an unsolvable problem.
4. Particular sets of Boolean functions
Ekin et al. gave a number of examples of well-known sets of Boolean functions, such
as positive and Horn functions, that can be characterized by a nite set of identities,
and hence (by Pippenger’s result) by a nite set of constraints. Here we give examples
of particular sets of Boolean functions that can and cannot be characterized by nite
sets of (standard or generalized) constraints.
4.1. Threshold functions
We show here that the well-known set of (Boolean) threshold functions has the
property that it can be characterized by an innite set of constraints, but not by a
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nite set. A threshold function is a Boolean function f(x1; : : : ; xn) such that there
exist real numbers a1; : : : ; an and  for which f(x1; : : : ; xn) = 1 if
Pn
i=1 aixi > and
f(x1; : : : ; xn) = 0 if
Pn
i=1 aixi <. The equation
Pn
i=1 aixi =  denes a hyperplane
that strictly separates the points of Bn2 on which f has the value 1 from the points of
Bn2 on which f has the value 0. See Winder [25] or Hu [13] for many early references
to threshold functions.
Threshold functions are closed under many operations, including adding dummy vari-
ables, identifying variables, permuting variables, complementing variables, and substi-
tuting Boolean constants for variables. (These operations dene the Boolean minors of
Wang and Williams [21,22].) Thus, in particular, they are closed under identication
minors. It follows directly from the results of Ekin et al. and Pippenger that they can
be characterized by a possibly innite set of constraints. Using early results on thresh-
old functions, we prove that they cannot be characterized by a nite set of (standard
or generalized) constraints.
We need the following denitions. For a Boolean function f :Bn2 ! B2, dene
f+=fa 2 Bn2 jf(a)=1g and f−=fb 2 Bn2 jf(b)=0g. Let c>2 be a positive integer.
A Boolean function f is c-asummable if given any a1; : : : ; ac0 in f+ (where a1; : : : ; ac0
not necessarily distinct), and b1; : : : ; bc0 in f− (also not necessarily distinct), such that
26c06c,
a1 + a2 +   + ac0 6= b1 + b2 +   + bc0 :
(Addition here is standard vector addition.)
We use the following two properties of k-asummability.
Property 1. If f is a threshold function, then f is k-asummable for every k>2 [3]
(or see [13, pp. 77{79]).
Property 2. For every integer k>2, there exist k-asummable Boolean functions that
are not threshold functions [24,26].
The following is a well-known fact.
Fact. Let V and W be disjoint nite sets of points in Rn. There exists a hyperplane
strictly separating the elements of V from the elements in W i the convex hulls of
V and W do not intersect (cf. [15, p. 39]).
We now present two technical lemmas. The proof of the rst lemma is known (cf.
[13, pp. 42, 77{79]); we present the proof here for completeness.
Lemma 4.1. Let S = fa1; : : : ; amg and T = fb1; : : : ; bm0g be two nite sets in Rn such
that the convex hulls of S and T intersect. Furthermore; assume that each ai 2 f0; 1gn
and each bi 2 f0; 1gn. Then for some positive integer z; there exist z points u1; : : : ; uz
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in S (not necessarily distinct); and z points C1; : : : ; Cz in T (not necessarily distinct)
such that u1 +   + uz = C1 +   + Cz.
Proof. Since the convex hulls of S and T intersect, there exist non-negative real num-
bers c1; : : : ; cm and d1; : : : ; dm0 such that
c1 +   + cm = 1;
d1 +   + dm0 = 1;
c1a1 +   + cmam = d1b1 +   + dm0bm0 :
Hence, there exist non-negative real numbers, c1; : : : ; cm and d1; : : : ; dm0 , not all zero
such that
c1 +   + cm = d1 +   + dm0 ; ()
c1a1 +   + cmam = d1b1 +   + dm0bm0 : ()
Since the points in S and T have rational coordinates, there exist c1; : : : ; cm and
d1; : : : ; dm0 satisfying () and () that are also rational. Multiplying () and () by
a common denominator of the fractions if necessary, we may assume that c1; : : : ; cm
and d1; : : : ; dm0 are integers in those equations. Consider each ci as indicating how
many times ai should be repeated, and di as indicating how many times bi should be
repeated. It follows that for some positive integer z, there exist z points u1; : : : ; uz in
S (not necessarily distinct), and z points C1; : : : ; Cz in T (not necessarily distinct) such
that u1 +   + uz = C1 +   + Cz.
Lemma 4.2. Let c be a positive integer. Then there exists a positive integer (c) with
the following property: if g is a Boolean function that is not a threshold function;
and Q is a certicate of size at most c proving that g is not in the set of threshold
functions; then there exist elements u1; : : : ; uz in Q\g+ (not necessarily distinct); and
C1; : : : ; Cz in Q \ g− (not necessarily distinct) such that
1. z6(c):
2. u1 +   + uz = C1 +   + Cz.
Proof. Suppose that g is an n-adic Boolean function that is not a threshold function,
and that Q is a certicate of size c proving that g is not a threshold function. Let
S = Q \ g+ and let T = Q \ g−.
We rst prove that the convex hull of S intersects the convex hull of T . Suppose
not. Then there exists a hyperplane in Rn strictly separating S from T and thus there
must exist a hyperplane P in Rn strictly separating S from T that does not intersect
any vertices in Bn2. Consider an n-adic Boolean function f whose value is 1 on all
points in Bn2 that are on the same side of P as S, and 0 on all other points in B
n
2. This
function is clearly a threshold function. This contradicts that Q is a certicate proving
that g is not in the set of threshold functions, proving that the convex hulls of S and
T must intersect.
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We say that Q is a reduced certicate if for all 16i< j6n, there exists b in Q
such that b[i] 6= b[j]. That is, if we form a matrix M whose rows consist of all b such
that b 2 Q, then all columns of M are distinct. Assume for now that the certicate Q
is a reduced certicate. (We will remove this assumption later.)
Note that since M has at most c rows (because Q has size at most c) and there
are only 2c dierent binary vectors of length c, it follows that n is at most 2c. Thus,
the number of possible reduced certicates of size c (corresponding to any g) is nite.
Without loss of generality, let Q=fb1; : : : ; bpg, and let 16m6p be such that g(bi)=1
for 16i6m and g(bi)=0 for m+16i6p. Let S=fb1; : : : ; bmg and T=fbm+1; : : : ; bpg.
The convex hulls of S and T intersect. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, for some non-negative
z, there exist z points u1; : : : ; uz in S (not necessarily distinct), and z points C1; : : : ; Cz
in T (not necessarily distinct) such that
u1 +   + uz = C1 +   + Cz :
Let z be the smallest such z.
Let Z be the maximum of z over all reduced certicates Q of size at most c,
such that for some non-threshold function g, Q is a certicate proving that g is not a
threshold function. Since there are a nite number of possible reduced certicates Q,
and a nite number of values a function g could take on the elements of Q, Z is well
dened and nite. Let (c) = Z . We have thus proved the lemma in the case where Q
is a reduced certicate.
Now consider an n-adic non-threshold function g, and a certicate Q proving that
g is not a threshold function, where Q is not a reduced certicate. Form a matrix M
whose rows consist of all b 2 Q. Let I = fi1; : : : ; in0g be the indices of the leftmost
occurrences of each distinct column in M , such that i1<i2<   <in0 . Form a new
set Q0 by replacing each b 2 Q with b0, such that b0 is obtained from b by deleting
from b every component j for which j 62 I . Let S 0=fb0 2 Q0 j g(b)=1g and T 0=fb0 2
Q0 j g(b)=0g. Since the convex hulls of S and T intersect, it is easy to verify that the
convex hulls of S 0 and T 0 also intersect. Now consider an n0-adic Boolean function g0
such that g0(b0)=1 for all b0 2 S 0, and g0(b0)=0 for all b0 2 T 0. Since the convex hulls
of S 0 and T 0 intersect, g0 is not a threshold function, and Q0 is a certicate proving
that g0 is not in the set of threshold functions.
Since Q0 is a reduced certicate, by the above there exists a positive integer z6Z
such that there exist z points u01; : : : ; u
0
z 2 S 0 (not necessarily distinct) and z points
C01; : : : ; C0z in T 0 (not necessarily distinct) such that
u01 +   + u0z = C01 +   + C0z :
The above equation is also satised by the u1; : : : ; uz and C1; : : : ; Cz in S and T that
correspond to u01; : : : ; u
0
z and C01; : : : ; C0z. Since (c) = Z , this completes the proof.
We can now prove our result for threshold functions.
Theorem 4.1. The set of threshold functions cannot be characterized by any nite
set of standard or generalized constraints.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, it suces to show that the set of threshold
functions does not have constant-size certicates of non-membership.
Suppose for contradiction that the set of threshold functions has certicates of
non-membership of size c. Let (c) be as dened in Lemma 4.2. By Property 2,
there exists a function g that is (c)-assumable, but that is not a threshold function.
Since the set of threshold functions has certicates of non-membership of size c, g
must have a certicate Q of size at most c proving that it is not a threshold function.
Let S = Q \ g+ and let T = Q \ g−. By Lemma 4.2 for some z6(c), there exist
elements b1; : : : ; bz in S (not necessarily distinct), and c1; : : : ; cz in T (not necessar-
ily distinct) such that b1 +    + bz = c1 +    + cz. Thus, g is not (c)-asummable.
Contradiction.
We note that although the set of threshold functions does not have constant-size
certicates of non-membership, it does have certicates of size n + 2. This follows
from Kirchberger’s theorem on separation in Rn which implies that a Boolean function
f :Bn2 ! B2 is a threshold function i for each subset K of n+ 2 points of Bn2, there
exists a hyperplane separating the elements in K \ f+ from the elements of K \ f−
[14] (or see e.g. [15, p. 56]).
A weaker, but still polynomial, bound on the size of certicates of non-membership
for threshold functions follows from results in computational learning theory. Maass and
Turan showed that threshold functions can be learned using O(n3) proper equivalence
queries [16]. It follows by results of Hellerstein et al., and independently Hegedus, that
if a set of functions that can be learned using O(p(n)) proper equivalence queries, for
some function p, then it has certicates of non-membership of size O(p(n)) [11,10].
Thus, threshold functions have certicates of non-membership of size O(n3).
4.2. Renamable functions
The unate functions are the renamable analogue of the positive Boolean functions.
If K is a set of Boolean functions, then the renamable analogue r(K) of K is the
set of functions f :Bn2 ! B2 such that for some s 2 Bn2, the function fs dened by
fs(x) = f(x + s) is in K (where the addition here is componentwise modulo 2). In
other words, the renamable analogue of a set of Boolean functions is the closure of
that set under the operation of complementation of variables.
Ekin et al. considered the problem of characterizing r(K) when K can be char-
acterized by a nite set of Boolean equations (and hence by a nite set of standard
constraints) [2]. They showed that in this case r(K) can be characterized by a -
nite set of ‘simple existential sentences’. However, as shown by Ekin et al., r(K)
may not be characterizable by Boolean equations. They gave examples of four sets K
having a nite characterization by identities: positive functions, polar functions, Horn
DNF functions, and bilinear functions (the last three are dened below). They showed
that for each of these sets K the renamable analogue r(K) is not closed under the
identication of variables, and hence it is not characterizable by Boolean equations.
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Thus, the renamable analogues cannot be characterized by standard constraints either.
However, since each set r(K) is closed under special minors, it can be characterized
by a (possibly innite) set of generalized constraints.
Each of the four sets K listed above have constant-size certicates of non-member-
ship, and hence by Corollary 3.1 have a nite characterization by standard constraints.
However, not all the renamable analogues of these sets have constant-size certicates
of non-membership. We consider the four renamable analogues r(K) in turn.
1. Unate functions. It is known that the set of unate functions, the renamable ana-
logue of the positive functions, has certicates of non-membership of size 4 (cf. [6]).
The proof is straightforward: For any Boolean function g(x1; : : : ; xn) that is non-unate,
there exists a variable xi, elements a1; : : : ; ai−1; ai+1; : : : ; an 2 B2, and elements b1; : : : ;
bi−1; bi+1; : : : ; bn 2 B2 such that
g(a1; : : : ; ai−1; 0; ai+1; : : : ; an)<g(a1; : : : ; ai−1; 1; ai+1; : : : ; an)
and
g(b1; : : : ; bi−1; 0; bi+1; : : : ; bn)>g(b1; : : : ; bi−1; 1; bi+1; : : : ; bn):
The four elements of the domain of g appearing in these inequalities constitute a
certicate proving that g is not unate.
An easy consequence of the above is that the following generalized constraint (; S)
characterizes the set of unate functions:
S = B42
-8>><
>>:
0
BB@
0
1
1
0
1
CCA
9>>=
>>;
and  :B42 !N [ f1g such that

0
BB@
0
BB@
0
1
0
1
1
CCA
1
CCA= 1; 
0
BB@
0
BB@
b1
b1
b2
b2
1
CCA
1
CCA=1 for all fb1; b2g 2 B2;
and (a) = 0 for all other a 2 B42:
2. Renamable polar functions. This set is the renamable analogue of the polar func-
tions. A polar function is a Boolean function which can be expressed by a DNF
formula in which each term contains only negated variables, or only non-negated vari-
ables. Feigelson and Hellerstein showed that the set of renamable polar functions does
not have constant-size certicates of non-membership [7]. In fact, they showed some-
thing stronger | that there does not exist any polynomial p(n) such that the set of
renamable polar functions has certicates of non-membership of size p(n). Their proof
is constructive; they dened a set of functions based on BCH codes, proved that these
functions are not renamable polar, and showed that for any polynomial p(n), they
do not have certicates of size p(n) that they are not in the set of renamable polar
functions.
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3. Renamable Horn DNF functions. This set is the renamable analogue of the Horn
DNF functions. A Boolean function is a Horn DNF function if it can be expressed as
a DNF formula in which each term contains at most one negated variable. Feigelson
showed that there does not exist any polynomial p(n) such that the set of renamable
Horn DNF functions has certicates of non-membership of size p(n) [5]. 3 (The proof
is similar to the proof for renamable polar functions.) Thus, the set does not have
constant-size certicates of non-membership.
4. Renamable bilinear functions. This set is the renamable analogue of the bilinear
functions. A Boolean function is bilinear if it can be written as a DNF formula in
which each term contains at most one negated variable and at most one non-negated
variable (and hence each term has at most two variables). We show here that the set of
renamable bilinear functions does not have constant-size certicates of non-membership.
Consider a function f(x1; : : : ; xn) = x1x2 _ x2x3 _    xn−1xn _ xnx1 such that n is odd
and greater than 1. We rst show that f is not renamable bilinear. Suppose it is.
Then there exists a bilinear function g such that for some s 2 Bn2, g(x) = f(x + s)
(addition componentwise mod 2). Therefore, g(x1; : : : ; xn) = (x1)(x2) _ (x2)(x3) _
: : : (xn−1)(xn)_ (xn)(x1), where (xi) = xi if s[i] = 0, and (xi) =@xi if s[i] = 1.
Since f is a positive function, g is a unate function. The DNF formula given for f is
a monotone DNF formula, and it is easy to show that any reduced DNF formula for
f must contain all terms in the given formula. (By reduced we mean that no term can
be deleted, and no literal can be deleted from a term, without changing the function
represented by the formula.) Similarly, any reduced DNF formula for g must contain
all terms appearing in the given DNF formula for g. Thus, since g is bilinear, each
term in the given DNF for g must contain one negated variable and one non-negated
variable, implying s[i] 6= s[i + 1] for 16i6n (consider n + 1 to be equal to 1). But
this is impossible because n is odd. Therefore, f is not renamable bilinear.
We now show that any certicate proving that f is not renamable bilinear must have
size at least n. Consider any set D = fa1; : : : ; amg of points in the domain of f, such
that m<n. Let D+ = fai1 ; : : : ; aipg be the subset of D consisting of all ai 2 D such
that f(ai) = 1. For each aij 2 D+, let t(aij) be one term xrxr+1 that is satised by aij
(there may be others). Consider the function f0(x1; : : : ; xn)= t(ai1 )_    _ t(aip). Since
p6m<n, the given DNF for f0 contains some but not all the terms in the DNF for
f. It follows that there exists s 2 Bn2 such that s[i] 6= s[i + 1] for all 16i6n such
that xixi+1 is a term in the given DNF for f0. Therefore, f0 is a renamable bilinear.
Furthermore, f0(ai)=f(ai) for all ai 2 D. Thus, D is not a certicate proving that f is
not renamable bilinear. It follows that any certicate proving that f is not renamable
bilinear must have size at least n. Since n is any odd number greater than 1, the
renamable bilinear functions do not have constant-size certicates of non-membership.
3 In fact, the results in [5,7] are for the dual of renamable Horn functions and renamable polar functions,
respectively. These duals are dened with respect to a CNF representation rather than a DNF representation.
The results immediately extend to the DNF representation.
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5. Closure conditions for generalized constraints
Here we extend the Galois theory of Pippenger from standard constraints to gen-
eralized constraints. For generalized constraints, the closure condition on sets of -
nite functions is closure under special minors, rather than closure under identication
minors.
Our results and proofs closely follow Pippenger’s, parts of which are closely related
to Geiger’s work on clones [9] (or see [19, Section 1:7]). Our aim in this section
is to show that, in fact, Pippenger’s work can be extended to apply to generalized
constraints. This requires modifying denitions appropriately and adapting proofs. We
include many modied proofs for completeness, although in some cases in which the
modications to the proofs are minor, we omit the modied proofs.
Theorem 5.1. A set of functions can be characterized by a set of generalized con-
straints i it is closed under special minors.
Proof. It is easy to show that if (; S) is a generalized constraint, then the set of
functions satisfying (; S) is closed under permutation of variables and addition of
dummy variables (i.e. closed under special minors). If T is any set of generalized
constraints, the set of functions satisfying all the constraints in T is an intersection
of sets closed under special minors and is therefore itself closed under special minors.
Thus, any set of functions characterized by generalized constraints is closed under
special minors.
We now prove the converse. Let F be a set of functions closed under special minors.
Let g be any function not in F. We claim that there is a generalized constraint (; S)
that is satised by every function in F but not by g. The set of all such (; S), for
each g not in F, characterizes F.
To prove the claim, suppose g is n-adic. Let Fn be the set of n-adic functions in
F. Let M be a kn  n matrix whose rows are all kn elements of Bnk , and let  be a
kn-adic k-ean repetition function such that (x) = 1 if x appears as a column of M ,
and (x) = 0 otherwise. Let S = ff(M) jf 2Fng.
We rst show that every function in F satises (; S). Let f0 2 F. Suppose f0
is n0-adic. Let M 0   be a kn  n0 matrix. The columns of M 0 are the subset of
the columns of M . Dene the map h : f1; : : : ; n0g ! f1; : : : ; ng such that column i
of M 0 equals column h(i) of M . The n-adic function f dened by f(x1; : : : ; xn) =
f0(xh(1); : : : ; xh(n0)) can be obtained from f0 by permutation of variables and addition
of dummy variables, and therefore belongs to Fn. We have f0(M 0) = f(M). Since
f(M) 2 S, f0 satises the constraint (; S).
We now show that g does not satisfy (; S). Since M  , if g satises (; S) then
g(M) 2 S and hence there exists f 2Fn such that f(M) = g(M). But f(M) = g(M)
implies that f = g since M contains all elements in the domains of both functions.
This contradicts that g 62 F .
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We now give necessary and sucient closure conditions for a set of generalized
constraints to be characterizable by a set of functions. To do this, we introduce the
following operations on generalized constraints. All of the operations listed, except the
last, are generalizations of operations given for standard constraints. In the following,
we consider an ‘argument’ of an m-ary constraint (; S) to be a row position i, where
16i6m.
1. Permutation of arguments. Let (; S) and (0; S 0) be m-ary generalized con-
straints. Let  be a permutation of f1; : : : ; mg. If

0
B@
0
B@
a1
...
am
1
CA
1
CA= 0
0
B@
0
B@
a(1)
...
a(m)
1
CA
1
CA for all
0
B@
a1
...
am
1
CA 2 Bmk ;
and 0
B@
b1
...
bm
1
CA 2 S i
0
B@
b(1)
...
b(m)
1
CA 2 S 0 for all
0
B@
b1
...
bm
1
CA 2 Bml ;
then we say that (0; S 0) is obtained from (; S) by permutation of arguments.
2. Projection. Let (; S) and (0; S 0) be generalized constraints such that the rst is
m-ary and the second (m− 1)-ary. If
0
0
B@
0
B@
a1
...
am−1
1
CA
1
CA=X
d2Bk

0
BBB@
0
BBB@
a1
...
am−1
d
1
CCCA
1
CCCA for all
0
B@
a1
...
am−1
1
CA 2 Bm−1k ;
and
S =
8><
>:
0
B@
b1
...
bm−1
1
CA 2 Bm−1l
 9bm 2 Bl such that
0
B@
b1
...
bm
1
CA 2 S
9>=
>; ;
then we say that (0; S 0) is obtained from (; S) by projection.
3. Identication of arguments. Let (; S) and (0; S 0) be generalized constraints such
that the rst is m-ary and the second is (m− 1)-ary. If
0
0
B@
0
B@
a1
...
am−1
1
CA
1
CA= 
0
BBB@
0
BBB@
a1
...
am−1
am−1
1
CCCA
1
CCCA for all
0
B@
a1
...
am−1
1
CA 2 Bm−1k ;
and
S 0 =
8>>><
>>>:
0
B@
b1
...
bm−1
1
CA

0
BBB@
b1
...
bm−1
bm−1
1
CCCA 2 S
9>>>=
>>>;
;
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then we say that (0; S 0) is obtained from (; S) by identication of arguments (also
called diagonalization).
4. Addition of a dummy argument. Let (; S) and (0; S 0) be generalized constraints
such that the rst is (m− 1)-ary and the second is m-ary. If

0
B@
0
B@
a1
...
am−1
1
CA
1
CA=X
d2Bk
0
0
BBB@
0
BBB@
a1
...
am−1
d
1
CCCA
1
CCCA for all
0
B@
a1
...
am−1
1
CA 2 Bm−1k
and
S 0 =
8><
>:
0
B@
b1
...
bm
1
CA 2 Bml

0
B@
b1
...
bm−1
1
CA 2 S
9>=
>;
then we say that (0; S 0) is obtained from (; S) by addition of a dummy argument.
Note that given (; S), there may be more than one possible (0; S 0) that can be
obtained from S by addition of a dummy argument (although S 0 will be the same in
all cases).
5. Restricting the antecedent. If (; S) and (0; S) are such that 06, then we say
that (0; S) is obtained from (; S) by restricting the antecedent.
6. Extending the consequent. If (; S) and (; S 0) are such that S  S 0, then we say
that (; S 0) is obtained from (; S) by extending the consequent.
7. Intersecting consequents. The generalized constraint produced by intersecting the
consequents of (; S) and (; S 0) is (; S \ S 0).
8. Taking the limit of antecedents. Dened in Section 2.
We dene a generalized equality constraint to be a generalized constraint (; S)
such that (a)=1 if all components of a are equal and (a)=0 otherwise, and such
that the elements of S are exactly those in which all components are equal.
We dene a generalized empty constraint to be a generalized constraint (; S) such
that  is identically 0 and S = ;.
We say that a set of generalized constraints is minor-closed if it is closed under all
eight of the above operations and it contains both the unary (i.e. 1-ary) generalized
empty constraint and the binary (i.e. 2-ary) generalized equality constraint.
We will show that a set of generalized constraints can be characterized by a set of
functions i the set of generalized constraints is minor-closed. The dicult direction is
to show that every minor-closed set of generalized constraints can be characterized by
a set of functions. To prove the analogous lemma for constraints, Pippenger followed a
two-part strategy used by Geiger in his work on clones. We modify Pippenger’s proof
to apply to generalized constraints.
We need the following denitions. An n-adic (k; l)-ean partial function g consists
of a subset DBnk called the domain of g and a map g :D! Bl. If the domain D of a
partial function is a subset of the domain of the partial function f and if g(x) =f(x)
for every x 2 D, then g is a restriction of f and f is an extension of g. If g is an
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n-adic (k; l)-ean partial function and (; S) is an m-ary (k; l)-ean constraint, we say
that g satises (; S) if for every m  n matrix M such that M  , and such that
every row of M belongs to the domain of g, we have that g(M) 2 S.
We dene a generalized trivial constraint to be an m-ary generalized constraint
(; S) where (a) =1 for all a 2 Bmk , and S = Bml .
The proof of the following lemma is an easy modication of the proof of the anal-
ogous statement for standard constraints, so we omit it.
Lemma 5.1. A minor-closed set of generalized constraints contains all generalized
trivial constraints; all generalized equality constraints; and all generalized empty con-
straints.
We now extend a central lemma in the Pippenger’s proof to apply to generalized
constraints.
Lemma 5.2. Let T be a minor-closed set of generalized constraints and let (; S)
be a generalized constraint not belonging to T. Then there exists a partial function
g that satises every constraint in T but that does not satisfy (; S).
Proof. Suppose (; S) is m-ary. Then S cannot contain all elements of Bml , because
then (; S) could be obtained from a generalized trivial constraint by restricting the
antecedent, and hence would be in T. The minor-closed set T cannot contain (; Bml n
fsg) for every s 2 Bml n S, because if it did, the generalized constraint obtained by
intersection of their consequents, (; S), would also be in T. Choose some s 2 Bml n S
such that (; Bml n fsg) 62T.
Let X = fa 2 Bkl j(a) 6= 1g. Consider the set Q consisting of all m-adic k-ean
repetition functions 0 such that (0; Bml n fsg) 2T and such that 06.
Since T is closed under limits of antecedents, Q is chain complete. By Lemmas
2.1 and 2.2, the set Qmax of maximal elements in Q is nite, and for all 0 2 Q, there
exists 00 2 Qmax such that 0600.
Note that (; Bml n fsg) 62T, and for all 00 2 Qmax, (00; Bml n fsg) 2T. Therefore,
for all 00 2 Qmax, 00<.
The set Q (and hence the set Qmax) is not empty, because T contains (0; Bml nfsg)
where 0 is identically 0, which can be obtained from the m-ary generalized empty
constraint by extending the consequent.
Dene a repetition function  such that for all a 2 Bkm,
 (a) = (a) if a 2 X ,
 (a) = 0 if a 62 X and 00(a) =1 for all 00 2 Qmax,
 (a) = max002Qmaxs:t:00(a)6=1f00(a) + 1g otherwise.
In the third case, the value of  is nite because Qmax is a nite set.
We claim that (; Bml nfsg) 62T. To prove the claim, consider any 00 2 Qmax. Since
00<, there exists a 2 Bmk such that 00(a)<(a), and hence 00(a)<(a). Thus,
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there is no 00 2 Qmax such that 600, implying that  62 Q. Therefore, (; Bml n fsg)
62T.
Let n= a2Bmk (a). Consider any 
00 2 Qmax. Because 00<, there exists a 2 Bmk
such that 00(a)<(a) and hence (a)> 0. Therefore n> 0.
Dene an m  n matrix M whose columns consist of (a) copies of a for each
a 2 Bmk . Dene a partial function g by taking the domain of g to be the set of rows
of M , with the values of g given by g(M) = s. To verify that this denition of g
is valid, we must show that if two rows of M are equal, then the corresponding
components of s are equal. Suppose rows i and j of M are equal. If the ith and jth
components of s dier, then the constraint (; Bml nfsg) can be produced from the binary
equality constraint by adding dummy arguments, permuting arguments, restricting the
antecedent, and extending the consequent. Since T is minor-closed, this contradicts
(; Bml n fsg) 62 T. Therefore, the ith and jth components of s are equal, and the
denition of g is valid.
We claim that g satises every generalized constraint in T. Suppose, to obtain a
contradiction, that (0; S 0) is an m0-ary generalized constraint in T that is not satised
by g. Let M 0 be an m0n matrix such that M 0  0 and g(M 0)= s0 where s0 62 S 0. Let
 be an m0-adic k-ary repetition function such that (a) equals the number of times
that a appears as a column of M 0. Clearly, 60 and (; S 0) is also not satised by
g. Since T is closed under restricting the antecedent, (; S 0) is also in T.
Every row of M 0 must belong to the domain of g and must therefore be a row of
M . Dene a map h : f1; : : : ; m0g ! f1; : : : ; mg such that row i of M 0 equals row h(i)
of M . We also use h to denote the maps h : Bmk ! Bm
0
k and h : B
m
l ! Bm
0
l dened by
h
0
B@
0
B@
a1
...
am
1
CA
1
CA=
0
B@
ah(1)
...
ah(m0)
1
CA :
For a0 2 Bm0k , we dene h−1(a0) = fa 2 Bmk j h(a) = a0). For c0 2 Bm
0
l , we dene
h−1(c0) analogously. Note that for all a0 2 Bm0k , (a0) =
P
a2h−1(a0) (a).
Consider the generalized constraint (; h−1(S 0)) where h−1(S 0) = fh−1(s0) j s0 2 S 0g.
The generalized constraint (; h−1(S 0)) can be obtained from (; S 0) by identication of
arguments (corresponding to rows i; j of M 0 such that h(i)=h(j)), addition of dummy
arguments, and permutation of arguments. Hence (; h−1(S 0)) 2T.
Since h(s) = s0 does not belong to S 0, s does not belong to h−1(S 0). Therefore,
h−1(S 0)Blm n fsg and (; Bml n fsg) can be obtained from (; h−1(S 0)) by extending
the consequent. Hence, (; Bml nfsg) 2T, which is a contradiction. This completes the
proof that g satises every constraint in T.
We now claim that g does not satisfy (; S). If it did, then since M  , we would
have that s = g(M) belongs to S, contradicting the choice of s.
The next lemma states that the partial function g, whose existence is proved in the
previous lemma, can be extended to a total function that also satises all generalized
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constraints in a. The proof is somewhat long and is an easy modication of Pippenger’s
proof of the analogous result for constraints, and we omit it.
Lemma 5.3. Let T be a minor-closed set of generalized constraints. If g is a partial
function satisfying all the generalized constraints in T; then there is an extension of
g to a total function that also satises all the generalized constraints in T.
The following theorem is dual to Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.2. A set of generalized constraints can be characterized by a set of nite
functions i it is closed under minors.
Proof. If a set of generalized constraints can be characterized by a set of nite func-
tions, then it is clear that the set is closed under minors.
For the converse, letT be a minor-closed set of generalized constraints and let (; S)
be a generalized constraint not in T. By Lemma 5.2 there exists a partial function g
that satises every constraint in T but does not satisfy (; S). By Lemma 5.3 there is
an extension of g to a total function f that also satises every constraint in T. Since
g does not satisfy (; S), neither does f.
The set of such f, for every (; S) not in T, characterizes T.
6. Extensions and open questions
If a set of functions is closed under special minors, and under substitution of con-
stants for variables, then it has a characterization by a set of generalized constraints
(; S) satisfying (1) = (0) = 1 (where 1 and 0 represent the all 0 and all 1’s
vectors). Conversely, if a set of functions has a characterization by a set of gener-
alized constraints satisfying this property, then it is closed under special minors and
under substitution of constants for variables (these two observations follow directly
from results of Pippenger [20]).
The set of unate functions is closed under special minors and under substitution
of constants for variables. Feigelson and Hellerstein gave a characterization of the
unate functions in terms of forbidden ‘projection’ minors (where here projection means
substitution of constants for variables) [6].
The unate functions have constant-size certicates of non-membership. We would
like to have a good characterization of the sets which have constant-size certicates
of non-membership, from among those sets that are closed under special minors and
substitution of variables for constants. Of course, the characterization in this paper
applies, because it deals with sets closed under special minors, but there may be better
characterizations for the sets closed both under special minors and under substitution
of variables for constants.
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We showed that there is no simple relationship between the size of certicates of
non-membership for a set of functionsK and the size of certicates of non-membership
of the renamable analogue r(K). An interesting question is to determine under which
conditions on K the existence of constant-size certicates of non-membership for K
implies constant-size (or non constant-size) certicates of non-membership for r(K).
The set of degree >3 Boolean functions was studied by Ekin et al. [2], who showed
that this set is not closed under identication minors, and hence cannot be characterized
by standard constraints. However, it can be characterized by generalized constraints.
It is open whether it has nite certicates of non-membership. In general, there is a
need for techniques that can be used for proving bounds on the size of certicates of
non-membership.
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